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 On Mother’s Day, my older sister Nancy 
and I put together a jigsaw puzzle. It was 
of a mother. We needed a respite from our 
Mother’s Day habits of drinking. Dissecting 
our perceived flaws. Flaws our mother once 
illuminated. Needy, senseless dreamers. Odd 
beings.
 We assembled pieces with tenderness. 
The mother on the box offered solace. We 
searched for hair, eyes. Hands. We didn’t 
know what a real mother looked like. 
 When we completed it, she looked 
haunted, angry. We disassembled the puzzle, 
went back to drinking. It was easier to fuck 
things up.
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eye of newt
toe of frog
bat’s wool
and dog’s tongue
to the Target app

we’re in powerful trouble here

it’s not enough to curse:
follow the recipe
call forth the ghosts
end this hell-bent tale.
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 The birthday party was for her. She sat in the 
backyard wicker chair, enthroned. She began to 
refer to herself in the past tense: “My husband 
was always there for me.” She started to predict 
her friends’ futures: “Margaret will become a well-
known playwright.” She held herself very still, as 
an opera singer might, just before performing an 
aria composed especially for her. She thanked 
her audience with her eyes. While speaking and 
while listening, an amused melancholy streamed 
from her. Thus, we understood this would be 
her last party, her final July, her summer of 
departure

Austin Alexis
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